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are stored in the hippocampus and require the synthesis of new 
proteins during learning. The unique contribution of activity- 
regulated cytoskeleton-associated protein (Arc), which is important 
for both synaptic plasticity and spatial learning, was also examined 
(Guzowski, 2002). Finally, several experiments were conducted to 
identify the specific behavioral conditions that give rise to NMDAR-
independent context fear learning.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
SubjEcTS
Male B6129 F1 hybrids (8–12 weeks) from Taconic and TetTag trans-
genic mice (provided by Mark Mayford) were used in these experi-
ments. Mice were housed two per cage, given free access to food and 
water and maintained on a 12-h light/dark cycle. Behavioral tests 
were performed during the light phase of the cycle. Double transgenic 
fos-histone/gfp mice (TetTag) were generated by crossing hemizy-
gous transgenic mice expressing a gfp-tagged histone protein under 
control of tetO (tetO-histone/gfp) with hemizygous transgenic mice 
expressing tetracycline-transactivator (tTA) under control of the c-fos 
promoter (fos-tTA). The tetO-histone/gfp mice were purchased [The 
Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine; strain Tg(tetO-HIST1H2BJ/
GFP)47Efu/J; stock number 005104]. TetTag animals were maintained 
in a C57BL/6J background. Generation of fos-tTA mice has been 
described previously (Reijmers et al., 2007). All experiments were 
approved by the University of Virginia Animal Research Committee.

FEAR cONDITIONINg
Mice were tested in individual conditioning chambers (32 cm wide, 
25 cm high, 25 cm deep) encased in white sound-attenuated boxes 
(63.5 cm wide, 35.5 cm high, 76 cm deep; Med Associates Inc., St. 

INTRODucTION
The cellular basis of learning has been thoroughly characterized in 
the hippocampus. The N-methyl-d-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) 
plays an essential role in this process by mediating calcium influx 
and initiating intracellular events that lead to gene expression and 
synaptic strengthening (Elgersma and Silva, 1999; Malenka and 
Bear, 2004). Surprisingly then, several studies indicate that NMDAR 
activation is not necessary for learning. For example, spatial learn-
ing in the Morris water maze normally requires the activation of 
NMDARs in the hippocampus (Morris et al., 1986). However, ani-
mals that were previously trained on this task are able to acquire 
new spatial information in the presence of NMDAR antagonists 
(Bannerman et al., 1995; Saucier and Cain, 1995). The same phe-
nomenon is observed using contextual fear conditioning (Sanders 
and Fanselow, 2003; Hardt et al., 2009; Wiltgen et al., 2010). Similar 
to the water maze, prior conditioning permits new context learn-
ing to occur in the absence of NMDAR activation. These studies 
demonstrate that the NMDAR is not necessary for all forms of 
learning, and suggest that prior behavioral experience alters syn-
aptic plasticity mechanisms in the hippocampus.

Although several studies have observed NMDAR-independent 
learning, this unique form of conditioning has not been well charac-
terized. The current experiments addressed this issue using context 
fear conditioning in mice. Animals were trained in two unique 
environments; context A followed several days later by conditioning 
in context B. Similar to previous reports, we found that NMDAR 
antagonists impaired initial learning in context A, but had no effect 
on subsequent conditioning in context B (Sanders and Fanselow, 
2003; Hardt et al., 2009; Wiltgen et al., 2010). Follow-up experi-
ments determined whether NMDAR-independent fear memories 
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Albans, VT, USA). The top and front of each chamber were made of 
clear polycarbonate, the back was white acrylic and the sides were 
stainless steel. Each chamber was equipped with a speaker in the side 
wall, a stainless steel grid floor (36 rods, each rod 2-mm diameter, 
8-mm center to center) and a drop-pan. An overhead LED-based 
light source provided visible broad spectrum white light and near-
infrared light. Video images were recorded via a progressive scan 
CCD video camera with a visible light filter that was contained 
within each chamber and connected to a computer in an adjacent 
room. The freezing response was measured using the automated 
VideoFreeze system (Med Associates Inc., St. Albans, VT, USA) as 
described previously (Anagnostaras et al., 2010).

In context A, visible light was turned on, a single grid floor 
was inserted, and the chambers and pans were cleaned with 95% 
ethanol prior to conditioning. In context B, visible light was turned 
off and a black plastic triangular tent translucent to only NIR light 
was placed inside the chamber. A staggered grid floor was inserted 
and the chambers and pans were cleaned with Saniwipes (Nice-Pak 
Products, Inc.). In Figures 3B,C, the Highly Similar context con-
tained the same grid floor as context A, a triangular tent, visible light 
was turned on, and the chamber and pan were cleaned with 95% 
ethanol. The moderately similar context was the same as context B.

During training, B6129 mice were placed in the context and 
allowed to explore for 3 min prior to shock onset. Three shocks 
(0.5 mA, 2 s) were delivered, each separated by a 30-s intertrial 
interval. One minute after the final shock, the mice were removed 
from the conditioning chambers and returned to their homecages. 
TetTag mice were trained using a similar procedure except that five 
shocks (0.75 mA, 2 s) were delivered. A pilot experiment revealed 
that these training parameters were necessary to produce similar 
freezing levels to those observed in our B6129 mice. In experi-
ments where mice were trained in two contexts, the conditioning 
sessions were separated by 5 days. Memory was tested 1 day after 
training by returning mice to the conditioning context for 5 min 
and measuring the freezing response. In the pre-exposure experi-
ment, mice were allowed to explore the highly similar context for 
10 min in the absence of shock. Five days later they were trained 
and tested in context A as described above.

INTRA-HIppOcAMpAL INFuSIONS
Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and mounted in a stere-
otaxic apparatus (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA, USA). 
The scalp of each animal was incised and retracted, and the skull 
was adjusted to place bregma and lambda in the same horizontal 
plane. Small burr holes were drilled at the appropriate injection 
sites. Plastic guide cannule (22 gauge; Plastics One, Roanoke, VA, 
USA) were inserted bilaterally at the following positions relative 
to bregma (mm): AP: −2, ML: ±1.5, DV: −1 and affixed with dental 
cement (Harry J. Bosworth Company, Skokie, IL, USA). Dummy 
cannulae (28 gauge) were inserted into the guide cannulae follow-
ing surgery. Mice were allowed to recover for 7–10 days prior to 
behavioral training in context A. Five days later they were trained 
in context B. Prior to training in each environment, the mice were 
lightly anesthetized with isoflurane and the dummy cannulae were 
removed and replaced with injection cannulae (28 gauge) that pro-
jected an additional 1 mm from the tip of the guide cannulae. 
Twenty minutes later, the NMDAR antagonist APV (Sigma-Aldrich, 

St. Louis, MO, USA; 2.5 μg/μl, 6.34 nmol/side) or saline (0.9%) 
was infused into the hippocampus (.5 μl/side; 0.1 μl/min). The 
injectors were left in place for 2 min after the end of the infusion 
to allow for diffusion.

INjEcTIONS
For intraperitoneal (IP) injections, the NMDAR antagonist CPP 
and protein synthesis inhibitor anisomycin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. 
Louis, MO, USA) were dissolved in 0.9% saline (pH 7.4). CPP 
(10 mg/kg) was injected 30 min prior to training. Anisomycin 
(150 mg/kg) was injected immediately after training and again 
2 h later.

HIppOcAMpuS LESIONS
Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and mounted in a stere-
otaxic apparatus (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA, USA). 
The scalp was incised and retracted and the skull adjusted to place 
bregma and lambda in the same horizontal plane. Small burr holes 
were drilled in the skull for the placement of stainless steel elec-
trodes (size 00 insect pin insulated with Epoxylite except for the 
0.5-mm tip). Mice were randomly assigned to receive a lesion or 
sham surgery. Lesioned mice received bilateral electrolytic lesions of 
the dorsal hippocampus by passing anodal current (3.0 mA for 5 s) 
at two sites (AP −1.8, ML ±2.0, DV−2.2). Sham mice were treated 
similarly but no current was passed.

HISTOLOgy
Histological verification of cannulae placement and lesion loca-
tion were performed at the end of behavioral testing. Mice were 
perfused transcardially with 0.1 M PB followed by 4% paraform-
aldehyde (PFA). Brains were post-fixed in 4% PFA for 24-h prior 
to sectioning. Coronal sections (40 μm) were cut on a vibratome 
and mounted on glass microscope slides. After drying, the sections 
were stained with cresyl violet to identify neuronal cell bodies. 
Lesions and cannulae placement were verified by visual inspec-
tion of the stained sections reconstructed on the mouse brain atlas 
(Dong, 2008).

IMMuNOHISTOcHEMISTRy
Sixty minutes following behavioral training, mice were transcardi-
ally perfused with 0.1 M PB followed by 4% PFA. Brains were post-
fixed in 4% PFA for 24 h. The next day, coronal sections (40 μm) 
were cut on a vibratome. Free-floating sections were stained using 
a protocol that combined an extended Avidin–Biotin/peroxidase 
blocking method, anti-Arc primary antibody, 1:1,000 dilution (SySy, 
Gottingen, Germany), biotinylated GT anti-rabbit secondary anti-
body, 1:500 dilution (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA), 
Cyanine 3 tyramide reagent, 1:50 dilution (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, 
MA, USA), and DAPI, 1:500 dilution (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). 
A similar protocol was used for GFP TetTag section staining, with the 
exception of replacing Cyanine 3 with a Cyanine 5 tyramide reagent, 
1:50 (Perkin-Elmer), to minimize fluorophore spectral overlap.

WIDEFIELD FLuOREScENcE MIcROScOpy
Bilateral CA1 images were captured at a Z frequency of 1 μm 
from five dorsal hippocampus sections per animal, ranging from 
Bregma −1.35 to −2.35 mm, using the 40× objective of a Nikon 
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and mRNA expression was analyzed relative to that observed in 
homecage controls. The expression of 36B4 and HPRT genes were 
measured and used as housekeeping controls for all samples.

STATISTIcS
In each experiment, a set of orthogonal contrasts was used to ana-
lyze the data (Edwards, 1972). ANOVA was used to analyze main 
effects and interactions. Post hoc tests and planned contrasts were 
used to make specific comparisons using Fisher’s PLSD.

RESuLTS
NMDAR-INDEpENDENT cONTExT FEAR LEARNINg
Prior studies suggest that context fear can be acquired in the 
absence of NMDAR activation in previously trained rats (Sanders 
and Fanselow, 2003; Hardt et al., 2009). We determined if the same 
effect is observed in mice by training them sequentially in two 
different environments. Mice were fear conditioned in context A 
on day 1 and then trained in context B 5 days later. Saline or the 
NMDAR antagonist APV was infused bilaterally into the dorsal 
hippocampus immediately before training in context A or context 
B (Figure 1A). Fear memory was assessed 24-h after each training 
session by measuring the freezing response (Anagnostaras et al., 
2010). Similar to previous reports, we found that infusions of APV 
were more effective at blocking learning in context A than context 
B [context × drug interaction F(1, 13) = 9.33, p < 0.05; Figure 1B]. 
Post hoc tests (Fisher’s PLSD) revealed that APV impaired learning 
in context A (p = 0.05) but not context B (p > 0.05). These data 
indicate that NMDAR activation is required for initial learning in 
context A, but not subsequent learning in context B.

We next determined if IP injections of the NMDAR antagonist 
CPP produced the same effect. Mice were fear conditioned using 
the same behavioral design and IP injections of saline or CPP were 
administered 30 min prior to each training session. Similar to APV, 
injections of CPP were more disruptive in context A than context B 
[context × drug interaction F(1, 37) = 14.31, p < 0.05; Figure 1C]. 
Post hoc tests (Fisher’s PLSD) found that CPP impaired learning 
in context A (p < 0.05) but not context B (p > 0.05). These data 
are consistent with a previous report from our laboratory (Wiltgen 
et al., 2010).

It is possible that NMDAR antagonists are ineffective in context 
B because no learning occurs in this environment. This would be 
the case, for example, if mice were unable to discriminate between 
context A and context B. To address this issue, we compared the 
amount of freezing during the test in context A to baseline freezing 
levels in context B (prior to shock). If mice are unable to discrimi-
nate between these contexts, then the amount of freezing should be 
similar in both environments. Baseline freezing levels in context A 
are shown for comparison. Only mice that received saline during 
training in context A were evaluated. As expected, we found that 
mice in the APV and CPP experiments showed increased freezing 
during the test session in context A relative to baseline freezing in 
this same environment (main effect of session F(1, 23) = 63.09, 
p < 0.05); no experiment × session interaction F < 1). Freezing 
in context A was also significantly higher than baseline freezing 
in context B [main effect of context F(1, 23) = 25.95, p < 0.05; no 
context × experiment interaction F < 1]. Therefore, in both of our 
experiments, mice were able to discriminate between context A 

Eclipse 80i epifluorescence microscope and Nikon NIS Elements 
software (Nikon, Melville, NY, USA). The middle-most 1 μm step 
from each image was used to quantify the number of cells expressing 
nuclear Arc labeling as positive signals. A Nikon Elements macro was 
created to identify potential signals in the Cy3 channel as regions 
of interest (ROI) based on Arc signal intensity (>2 SD above mean 
intensity of Cy3 channel), size (≤μm2 area of a single DAPI-labeled 
nuclei), and a circularity factor similar to that of cell nuclei. Each 
ROI’s Z position (relative to adjacent cells) and signal quality were 
examined before a rater assigned cells as Arc positive. All quantifica-
tion was performed by a rater blind to group assignment. DAPI cell 
bodies specific to the central-most plane were also counted. Total 
Arc-signals/total DAPI cell bodies were individually calculated for 
each CA1 image, and converted to percent positive cells.

cONFOcAL MIcROScOpy
GFP CA1 image stacks were taken at a Z frequency of 2 μm using a 
HCX PL APO CS 40X × 1.25 NA oil immersion objective and Leica 
SP5X Confocal Microscope fitted with a white light laser and laser 
diode module at 405 nm. Imaging parameters were optimized for 
the detection of DAPI-labeled cell bodies, Cy5 labeled Arc protein, 
and endogenous GFP with the avoidance of saturation. Pin hole 
(67.89 μm), PMT, laser power, gain (650), and offset settings were 
kept constant across experimental groups. Following collection, the 
middle-most section of each stack was analyzed for co-localization 
using the Time Series Analyzer V3c plug-in for Image J. DAPI bod-
ies were first counted manually. GFP and Arc positive cells were 
then separately counted within their respective channels by tracing 
each cell expressing nuclear labeling with an ROI. The GFP and 
Cy5 channel ROI placements were then overlapped, and cells were 
classified as GFP positive, Arc positive, or GFP + Arc positive. All 
counting was performed blind to group assignment. Total GFP and 
Arc positive cells are reported as a percentage of DAPI-labeled cell 
bodies to account for variation in section size. CA1 images from 
both hemispheres of five sections were analyzed for each animal, 
giving a total of 10 images per animal for analysis.

qRT-pcR
Brains were extracted after behavioral training and flash frozen 
on dry ice. They were then placed in a brain block (kept at −20°C) 
and sliced at 2 mm sections from which the dorsal hippocampus 
was microdissected. Total RNA was extracted using an RNeasy 
Mini Kit and treated with DNase (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) 
and reverse-transcribed into cDNA using oligo (dT) 20 prim-
ers and Superscipt III First-Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen, 
Carlsbad, CA, USA). Expression of Arc and c-fos were determined 
by real-time PCR. Arc and c-fos primers were designed by Primer 
Express 2.0 (Applied Biosystems) and the following primer 
sequences were used: Arc, 5′ TATTCAGGCTGGGTCCTGTC 3′ 
(forward) and 5′ TGGAGCAGCTTATCCAGAGG 3′ (reverse); 
c-fos, 5′ TCACCCTGCCCCTTCTCA 3′ (forward) and 5′ 
CACGTTGCTGATGCTCTTGAC 3′ (reverse). Real-Time PCR was 
performed in an ABI PRISM 7900HT Sequence Detection System 
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Cycling parameters 
were as follows: initial denaturation at 95°C for 3 min followed 
by 40 cycles (95°C for 30 s and 60°C for 1 min). The data were 
quantified using the 2∆CT method (Schmittgen and Livak, 2008) 
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memory in both contexts [main effect of drug F(1, 32) = 15.32, 
p < 0.05, no context × drug interaction F < 1; Figure 2C]. These data 
indicate that protein synthesis is required for NMDAR-independent 
learning.

We next determined whether memory for context A remained 
intact in the mice that received ANIS after training in context B. 
If these memories are distinct, then blocking memory for context 
B should not affect memory for context A. To test this idea, we 
returned all mice to context A for a second memory test. Mice 
that had received ANIS in context A once again showed a deficit 
when re-tested in this environment (planned comparison, p < 0.05; 
Figure 2D, left side). In contrast, mice that had received ANIS after 
training in context B showed intact memory when tested in context 
A (planned comparison, p > 0.05; Figure 2D, right side). This result 
suggests that memory for context A and context B are distinct. If 
these memories were the same then ANIS injections in context B 
should also impair memory for context A.

A MODEL OF NMDAR-INDEpENDENT LEARNINg IN THE HIppOcAMpuS
Using the current data, we developed a model to explain the emer-
gence of NMDAR-independent learning. Training in context A acti-
vates and induces plasticity in a subset of hippocampal neurons. 
The induction of plasticity leads to an increase in synaptic strength 
and the expression of novel receptor proteins, some of which can 

and context B. This suggests that new learning occurs in context 
B, a finding that is consistent with previous reports (Sanders and 
Fanselow, 2003; Hardt et al., 2009).

NMDAR-INDEpENDENT LEARNINg DEpENDS ON THE HIppOcAMpuS
Under some conditions, context fear conditioning does not require 
the hippocampus (Maren et al., 1997; Frankland et al., 1998; Wiltgen 
et al., 2006). To ensure that memory for context B depends on this 
structure, we lesioned the hippocampus after training (Figure 2A). 
Mice were trained in context A and context B (as described above) 
and then received electrolytic lesions of the hippocampus 24-h 
later. Control animals underwent sham surgery. One week after 
surgery, animals were tested in both contexts. Hippocampus lesions 
produced significant amnesia for both context A and context B 
[main effect of lesion F(1, 26) = 39.55, p < 0.05; no context × lesion 
interaction F(1, 26) = 1.21, p > 0.05; Figure 2B]. Therefore, memory 
for both environments requires the hippocampus.

NMDAR-INDEpENDENT LEARNINg REquIRES pROTEIN SyNTHESIS
Although learning in context B does not depend on NMDAR activa-
tion, it may require the synthesis of new proteins. To test this idea, 
we used the same behavioral design described above and injected 
the protein synthesis inhibitor anisomycin (ANIS) after training in 
context A or context B. We found that injections of ANIS impaired 

Figure 1 | Prior conditioning produces NMDAr-independent context fear 
learning in the hippocampus. (A) Mice were fear conditioned in context A, and 
then trained in context B 5 days later. Saline or APV was infused bilaterally into the 
dorsal hippocampus immediately prior to training in context A (n = 7, n = 8) and 
context B (n = 8, n = 7). In a separate experiment, saline or CPP was administered 
IP 30 min prior to training in context A (n = 18, n = 21) and context B (n = 21, 

n = 18). Contextual fear memory (% freezing) was assessed 24 h after each training 
session. (B) APV impaired learning in context A but not context B. (C) CPP impaired 
learning in context A but not context B. (D) Comparison of freezing levels during 
baseline in context A, testing in context A and baseline in context B for the APV and 
CPP experiments. These data indicate that mice were able to discriminate between 
context A and context B. Error bars represent SEM. *p ≤ 0.05.
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A third group received no conditioning on day 1. Five days later 
all three groups were trained in context A. As expected, mice that 
were previously fear conditioned in a highly similar environment 
showed the most generalization to context A (i.e., baseline freezing 
prior to shock; Figure 3B). Mice that were previously trained in a 
moderately similar context showed less generalization, and animals 
that did not receive prior training (novel) showed the least amount 
of generalization [main effect of context F(2, 37) = 23.56, p < 0.05; 
Fisher’s PLSD, Highly similar > Moderately similar > Novel, all p 
values < 0.05]. Using the same behavioral design, a separate set 
of mice received CPP injections prior to training in context A. 
When tested the following day, we found that CPP did not affect 
learning in mice that were previously trained in a highly similar 
environment (no effect of drug F < 1; Figure 3C). In contrast, 
CPP significantly reduced learning in mice that were previously 
trained in a moderately similar context (main effect of drug F(1, 
28) = 7.127, p < 0.05) and in mice that received no prior training 
(main effect of drug F(1, 18) = 22.945, p < 0.05). These data are 
consistent with our model and suggest that NMDAR-independent 
learning is contingent on contextual similarity. NMDAR activation 
is not required for learning when training experiences are similar.

A potential complication with this experiment is that the 
groups showed different levels of baseline freezing in context A. 
It is possible that CPP-induced memory impairments are difficult 
to observe when freezing levels are close to ceiling. To avoid this 

mediate plasticity in the absence of NMDAR activation (Plant et al., 
2006; Clem et al., 2008; Wiltgen et al., 2010). As a result, recently 
activated neurons are capable of NMDAR-independent plasticity. 
If these cells are subsequently reactivated in context B, they are able 
to mediate learning even in the presence of NMDAR antagonists 
(Figure 3A, shown in green). In contrast, plasticity in neurons that 
were not recently activated continues to require NMDAR activation 
(Figure 3A, shown in red).

According to this model, NMDAR-independent learning in con-
text B depends on the reactivation of recently engaged neurons. In 
situ hybridization studies have shown that similar environments 
activate overlapping populations of cells in the hippocampus, while 
distinct environments activate unique populations (Guzowski et al., 
1999; Vazdarjanova and Guzowski, 2004). Therefore, if context B 
is similar to context A, a number of neurons that are capable of 
NMDAR-independent plasticity will be reactivated (Figure 3A, 
similar context). These neurons will not be reactivated if context 
A and B are completely distinct (Figure 3A, dissimilar context). 
Consequently, NMDAR-independent learning should be most 
robust when the training contexts share a degree of similarity.

To examine this idea we trained three groups of mice. Two 
groups underwent context fear conditioning on day 1. One group 
was trained in an environment that was highly similar to context A. 
The other group was conditioned in an environment that was mod-
erately similar to context A (see Materials and Methods for details). 

Figure 2 | NMDAr-independent learning requires the hippocampus and 
the synthesis of new proteins. (A) Mice received electrolytic lesions of the 
hippocampus (n = 14) or sham surgery (n = 14) following completion of the 
A–B training protocol described in Figure 1A. Mice were tested for fear 
memory in both contexts 1 week after surgery. (B) Hippocampus lesions 
produced amnesia for both context A and B. (C) Anisomycin (ANIS) was 

administered IP after training in context A (n = 8) or context B (n = 10), and 
impaired memory in both contexts relative to saline controls (n = 8, n = 10). 
(D) Memory for context A was intact in animals that were injected with ANIS 
after training in context B. Mice that received ANIS in context A continued to 
show reduced freezing when re-tested in this context. Error bars represent 
SEM. *p ≤ 0.05.
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A (with shock) 5 days later in the presence of saline or CPP. As 
expected, pre-exposed mice showed no baseline freezing to con-
text A (Figure 3D). They froze at the same level as naïve mice that 
were not pre-exposed to the context (no effect of exposure F(1, 
18) = 1.25, p > 0.05). However, when these groups were tested 

problem we pre-exposed mice to the highly similar context in the 
absence of shock. Previous work has shown that exposure to a 
novel environment produces robust plasticity and learning in the 
hippocampus (Guzowski et al., 1999; Wiltgen et al., 2001; Wiltgen 
and Silva, 2007). Pre-exposed mice were then trained in context 

Figure 3 | NMDAr-independent learning requires contextual similarity. 
(A) Model of NMDAR-independent learning: initial training in context A 
activates and induces NMDAR-dependent plasticity in a subset of hippocampal 
neurons. If these cells are subsequently reactivated in a similar context, then 
they are able to mediate learning in the presence of NMDAR antagonists 
(shown in green). Plasticity in neurons that were not recently activated in 
context A continues to require NMDAR activation (shown in red). NMDAR-
independent learning should therefore be most robust when the training 
contexts share a degree of similarity. (B) Generalization changes with context 
similarity. Mice conditioned 5 days prior in an environment highly similar to 
context A (n = 15) showed the most generalization (i.e., baseline freezing prior 
to shock). Mice trained in a moderately similar context (n = 15) showed less 
generalization, and mice that did not receive prior training (novel) (n = 10) 

showed the least generalization. (C) Following pre-training, mice received CPP 
or saline injections prior to training in context A. CPP (n = 15) did not affect 
learning in mice that were previously trained in a highly similar environment 
relative to saline controls (n = 15). CPP significantly reduced learning in 
animals that were trained in a moderately similar context (n = 15) and those 
that received no prior training (n = 10) relative to saline controls (n = 15, 
n = 10). (D) Mice were pre-exposed to the highly similar context in the 
absence of shock, and then trained in context A 5-day later in the presence of 
saline or CPP. Pre-exposed mice (PE; n = 10) showed no baseline freezing in 
context A and froze at the same level as naïve mice (Non) (n = 10). (e) CPP 
impaired memory for context A in naïve (Non) (n = 9), but not pre-exposed (PE) 
mice (n = 10) relative to saline controls (n = 10, n = 10). Error bars represent 
SEM. *p ≤ 0.05.
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are permanently labeled with green fluorescent protein (GFP). The 
TetTag mouse combines elements of the tetracycline-transactiva-
tor (tTA) system for transgene regulation with neuronal activity-
induced activation of the c-fos promoter to tag activated neurons 
(Reijmers et al., 2007). In the absence of doxycycline (DOX), activa-
tion of the c-fos promoter leads to expression of HIST1H2BJ/GFP 
fusion protein, which is stable for several months after induction 
(unpublished data). In the presence of DOX, GFP expression is 
prevented. This regulation allows for the selective tagging of neu-
rons activated by learning. To test the feasibility of this system, we 
raised TetTag animals on DOX chow until 4-days prior to fear con-
ditioning in context A (Figure 5A). Control animals were also taken 
off of DOX, but remained in their homecages. Immediately after 
conditioning, all of the mice were put back on high concentration 
DOX chow to block subsequent expression of GFP. Five days later 
we perfused the animals and performed immunohistochemistry 
for GFP. In fear-conditioned mice, there was a significant increase 
in GFP expression in the CA1 region of the hippocampus rela-
tive to homecage controls [main effect of training F(1, 6) = 20.08, 
p < 0.05; Figure 5B]. This result suggests that neurons activated by 
learning in context A can be permanently tagged with GFP. In the 
next experiment, we used this system to determine if GFP labeled 
neurons are able to express Arc in the presence of CPP.

NMDAR AcTIvATION IS REquIRED FOR ARc ExpRESSION IN 
pREvIOuSLy AcTIvATED NEuRONS
To label neurons activated in context A with GFP, TetTag mice were 
raised on DOX until 4-days prior to fear conditioning. Immediately 
after training in context A mice were put on high concentration 
DOX chow. Testing in context A was not conducted the next day 
(as in our previous experiments) to avoid potential GFP labeling 
from this session. Five days later the same mice received an injection 
of saline or CPP and were conditioned in context B. To index Arc 
protein expression during this training session, mice were perfused 
60 min after training.

Immunohistochemistry for GFP revealed that expression of this 
protein was increased in both saline and CPP groups relative to HC 
controls (planned comparisons, p < 0.05; Figure 6A). The amount 
of GFP labeling did not differ between saline and CPP groups 
(planned comparison, p > 0.05) because no injections were given 
prior to learning in context A. In contrast, Arc expression in context 
B was significantly reduced by injections of CPP as observed in our 
previous experiment (planned comparison, p < 0.05; Figure 6B). 
To determine if this reduction was observed in previously acti-
vated cells, we analyzed Arc protein separately in GFP positive (+) 
and GFP negative (−) neurons. We found that CPP reduced the 
expression of Arc in both GFP+ and GFP− neurons in the CA1 
region (planned comparisons, p < 0.05; Figures 6C,E,F). Therefore, 
NMDAR activation is required for Arc expression even when quan-
tification is restricted to previously activated cells. We also looked at 
the distribution of Arc expression in saline and CPP mice. We found 
that the majority of Arc protein was expressed in GFP−  neurons 
(Saline = 64.35%, CPP = 64.92%) relative to GFP +  neurons 
(Saline = 35.65%, CPP = 35.08%) in both groups (Figures 6D,E,F). 
This result provides further evidence that NMDAR inactivation 
does not limit Arc expression to previously activated GFP+ cells. If 
it did, then the majority of Arc protein would be observed in GFP+ 

the following day, we found that CPP did not impair memory for 
context A in pre-exposed mice, but produced large deficits in naïve 
animals [exposure × drug interaction F(1, 35) = 7.25, p < 0.05; 
Figure 3E]. Post hoc tests (Fisher’s PLSD) found that CPP reduced 
learning in naïve mice (p < 0.05), but not pre-exposed animals 
(p > 0.05). The difference between these groups cannot be attrib-
uted to different levels of baseline freezing in context A. This result 
demonstrates that prior exposure to a highly similar context (in 
the absence of shock) produces NMDAR-independent learning.

THE ROLE OF IMMEDIATE EARLy gENE ExpRESSION IN NMDAR-
INDEpENDENT LEARNINg
The immediate early gene (IEG) Arc (activity-regulated 
 cytoskeleton-associated protein) is important for NMDAR-
dependent learning and plasticity in the hippocampus (Guzowski, 
2002). The current experiments determined whether Arc is also 
important for NMDAR-independent learning in previously trained 
animals. We first examined the expression of Arc after conditioning 
in context A. Training in this context produced a significant increase 
in Arc protein in the CA1 region of the hippocampus relative to 
homecage controls (planned comparison, Fisher’s PLSD, p < 0.05; 
Figures 4A,B). Injection of CPP 30-min prior to training signifi-
cantly reduced the increase in Arc expression (planned comparison 
p < 0.05). We also quantified mRNA expression for Arc and another 
IEG (c-fos) using real-time reverse-transcription PCR (qRT-PCR). 
Similar to our immunohistochemistry results, conditioning in 
context A increased the expression of Arc and c-fos mRNA in the 
hippocampus relative to homecage controls (planned comparison 
p < 0.05; Figure 4C). This effect was significantly reduced by an 
injection of CPP (planned comparison p < 0.05).

Next, we examined the effects of NMDAR inactivation on Arc 
expression in context B. Mice were trained in context A, followed 
5 days later by conditioning in context B. Training in context 
B produced an increase in the expression of Arc protein in the 
CA1 region of the hippocampus (planned comparison p < 0.05; 
Figures 4D,E). Similar to context A, the increase was reduced by 
an injection of CPP made prior to training (planned comparison 
p < 0.05). Consistent with these results, qRT-PCR found that con-
ditioning in context B increased the expression of Arc and c-fos 
mRNA in the hippocampus relative to homecage controls (planned 
comparison p < 0.05; Figure 4F). This increase was reduced by an 
injection of CPP (planned comparison p < 0.05). These results 
indicate that NMDAR activation is necessary for the expression of 
Arc and c-fos in context B, even though this receptor is not required 
for learning. The implication is that Arc and c-fos expression are 
not required for NMDAR-independent learning. However, our 
model predicts that NMDAR-independent plasticity only occurs 
in previously activated cells (Figure 3). If this is the case, then 
CPP may not block IEG expression in context B if quantification 
is restricted to previously activated neurons. The following experi-
ments examined this idea.

AcTIvATED NEuRONS cAN bE IDENTIFIED WITH gFp IN TetTag MIcE
The goal of these experiments was to examine Arc expression in 
neurons that were previously activated by fear conditioning in 
context A. To accomplish this, we used a TetTag transgenic mouse 
(FosP-tTA × tetO-HIST1H2BJ/GFP) in which activated neurons 
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1996; Rampon et al., 2000). Despite these facts, several studies 
have found that the NMDAR is not always required for learning. 
This was first observed in the Morris water maze, where spatial 
pre-training alleviated the learning deficits typically produced by 
NMDAR antagonists (Bannerman et al., 1995; Saucier and Cain, 
1995). We observed the same effect using context fear conditioning. 
Mice trained in one environment were subsequently able to learn 
about a second context in the presence of NMDAR antagonists. 
These data suggest that plasticity mechanisms in the hippocampus 
are dynamic and can be altered by prior behavioral experience.

cells in mice that received CPP. NMDAR antagonism, therefore, 
blocks the expression of Arc in context B, even though it does not 
prevent learning in this environment.

DIScuSSION
NMDAR-mediated plasticity has been strongly linked to learning 
and memory in the hippocampus. Genetic deletion or pharma-
cological inactivation of the NMDAR blocks long-term potentia-
tion (LTP) and impairs memory on several spatial and contextual 
learning tasks (Morris et al., 1986; Young et al., 1994; Tsien et al., 

Figure 4 | NMDAr activation is required for Arc and c-fos expression in 
the hippocampus. (A,B) Conditioning in context A significantly increased Arc 
protein in CA1 (n = 4) relative to homecage controls (HC; n = 4). Arc was 
detected using CY3 (red) and nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Injection of 
CPP 30 min prior to training (n = 4) significantly reduced Arc expression. Results 
are shown as percentage of CA1 cell nuclei expressing nuclear Arc labeling. (C) 
Conditioning in context A (n = 11) increased the expression of Arc and c-fos 
mRNA in the hippocampus relative to homecage controls (n = 8), as detected by 

qRT-PCR. This effect was reduced by an injection of CPP (n = 11) prior to training. 
(D,e) Mice trained in A, and context B 5 days later also demonstrated increased 
expression of Arc in CA1 (n = 4) relative to homecage controls (n = 2). This 
increase was reduced by an injection of CPP prior to training (n = 5). (F) 
Conditioning in context B (n = 6) increased the expression of Arc and c-fos 
mRNA relative to homecage controls (n = 8), as detected by qRT-PCR. This 
increase was reduced by an injection of CPP (n = 6) prior to training. Error bars 
represent SEM. *p ≤ 0.05.
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environments. NMDAR-independent plasticity mechanisms may 
be used to encode spatial information that is similar to previously 
encountered environments.

A potential complication with these results is that new learning 
may not occur in contexts that are similar to previously experienced 
environments. If animals are unable to distinguish between context 
A and B, for example, then no new learning would occur in the latter 
environment. By this account, NMDAR antagonists are ineffective in 
context B because no learning occurs in this environment. Our data 
suggest that this is not the case, however, as mice were clearly able 
to distinguish between training contexts. Mice trained in context A 
froze significantly more in this environment than during their first 
exposure to context B (Figure 1D). We also found that injections of 
ANIS impaired memory for context B, suggesting that new learning 
occurred in this environment (Figure 2D). Therefore, consistent with 
previous studies, our data suggest that new learning can occur in the 
presence of NMDAR antagonists (Bannerman et al., 1995; Saucier 
and Cain, 1995; Sanders and Fanselow, 2003; Hardt et al., 2009).

NMDAR-independent learning in the water maze only emerged 
after spatial pre-training. This type of learning was not observed 
in animals that received non-spatial pre-training (Bannerman 
et al., 1995). Therefore, spatial tasks induce cellular changes in 
the hippocampus that alter the way future information is encoded. 
Based on these data, we hypothesized that NMDAR-independent 
learning will only occur when new learning activates many of 
the same neurons that were engaged by prior training. To test 
this idea, we fear-conditioned mice in two environments that dif-
fered in similarity. Recent work indicates that similar contexts 
activate overlapping populations of neurons in the hippocam-
pus, while distinct environments activate different groups of cells 
(Vazdarjanova and Guzowski, 2004). Consistent with our hypoth-
esis, we found that NMDAR-independent learning only occurred 
in contexts that were similar to a previously experienced environ-
ment. When contexts were distinct, NMDAR activation was once 
again required for learning. Taken together, these results suggest 
that the NMDAR plays a selective role in the encoding of novel 

Figure 5 | Neurons activated by learning can be tagged with gFP in TetTag 
mice. (A) The TetTag transgenic mouse combines a tetracycline-
transactivator (tTA) system for transgene regulation with neuronal activity-
induced activation of the c-fos promoter to tag activated neurons with GFP. In 
the presence of doxycycline (DOX), GFP expression is suppressed. In the 
absence of DOX, activation of the c-fos promoter leads to expression of 

histone-GFP fusion protein, which is stable for several months after induction. 
(B) Fear-conditioned TetTag mice (n = 5) demonstrated significantly more GFP 
expression in CA1 relative to off-DOX homecage controls (n = 3). GFP 
expression was detected 5 days after training (green), and counterstained using 
DAPI (blue). Results are shown as percentage of sampled CA1 cell nuclei 
expressing nuclear GFP labeling. Error bars represent SEM. *p ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 6 | NMDAr activation is required for Arc expression in previously 
activated neurons. (A) Using the protocol described in Figure 5A, TetTag mice 
were conditioned off of Dox in context A, and conditioned in context B in the 
presence of saline (n = 5) or CPP (n = 3) 5 days later. Expression of GFP protein 
was increased in both saline and CPP groups relative to homecage controls (HC; 
n = 3). Results are shown as percentage of CA1 cell nuclei expressing GFP 
labeling. (B) Arc expression in context B was significantly reduced by an 
injection of CPP prior to training. Results are shown as percentage of CA1 cell 
nuclei expressing Arc labeling. (C) CPP reduced the expression of Arc in both 

GFP+ and GFP− neurons in CA1. Results are shown as percentage of GFP+ and 
GFP− cells that expressed nuclear Arc labeling. (D) Distribution of total Arc 
expression across GFP+ (Arc in GFP) and GFP− (Arc alone) neurons in saline and 
CPP injected mice. The majority of Arc protein was expressed in GFP− neurons 
(Saline = 64.35%, CPP = 64.92%) relative to GFP +  neurons (Saline = 35.65%, 
CPP = 35.08%) in both groups. (e,F) Arc was detected using CY5 (red), and GFP 
labeling is shown in green. Nuclei expressing both Arc and GFP labeling are 
pseudo-colored (yellow). Counterstaining was performed using DAPI (blue). 
Error bars represent SEM. *p ≤  0.05.
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conditioning studies, these results suggest that the NMDAR plays 
a selective role in the acquisition of novel information in many dif-
ferent learning systems. However, in contrast to this idea, two previ-
ous studies reported that NMDAR-independent learning does not 
occur in the amygdala. In these experiments, rats received infusions 
of APV into the basolateral amygdala prior to fear conditioning (Lee 
and Kim, 1998; Laurent and Westbrook, 2009). APV was found to 
block new learning even in previously trained animals. This result 
is difficult to interpret, however, because APV is known to impair 
basal synaptic transmission in the amygdala (Li et al., 1995; Maren 
and Fanselow, 1995). To overcome this limitation, additional stud-
ies are needed with agents that block NMDAR-mediated plastic-
ity but do not affect basal synaptic transmission (e.g., ifenprodil; 
Rodrigues et al., 2001).

Lastly, our studies indicate that NMDAR-independent learning 
requires the hippocampus and is dependent on the synthesis of new 
proteins, but is not contingent on the expression of Arc protein. Arc 
is an IEG that is expressed following NMDAR activation and con-
tributes to plasticity and learning in the hippocampus (Guzowski, 
2002). We found that an injection of the NMDAR antagonist CPP 
significantly reduced Arc and impaired learning in context A. The 
same injection impaired Arc expression in context B but did not 
affect learning in this environment.

This suggests that Arc expression is not required for NMDAR-
independent learning. Interestingly, some forms of LTP in the hip-
pocampus do not require the expression of Arc protein (Steward 
et al., 2007; Kuipers et al., 2009). It is possible that these Arc-
independent forms of synaptic plasticity contribute to learning in 
context B. Another possibility is that learning in context B depends 
on Arc, but requires only a small amount of this protein to be made. 
In this case, learning will proceed normally as long as a minimal 
threshold of Arc expression is exceeded. The current study cannot 
rule out the latter scenario, as CPP did not completely block the 
expression of Arc protein in our experiments (Figures 4 and 6). To 
address this issue, subsequent studies will need to directly prevent 
Arc expression using targeted manipulations (e.g., genetic deletion, 
antisense oligodeoxynucleotides; Guzowski et al., 2000; Guzowski, 
2002; Plath et al., 2006).
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Another possibility is that training in context B induces recon-
solidation for the memory formed in context A (Nader et al., 2000; 
Debiec et al., 2002). However, our ANIS data suggest that this is 
not the case. In Figure 2C, one group was trained in context A 
followed 5 days later by training in context B. After training in 
context B, some animals received anisomycin, which impaired 
memory for this environment. It is possible that this deficit is due 
to a reconsolidation effect (i.e., reactivating the memory for context 
A induces reconsolidation which is blocked by ANIS). However, 
if this were true, then memory for context A should be impaired 
in these mice. This was not the case. When these mice were subse-
quently tested in context A their memory for this environment was 
normal (Figure 2D, right side). Consistent with our discrimination 
data, this result suggests that memory for context A and context 
B are distinct.

Based on the existing data, we propose a model whereby prior 
training activates a subset of hippocampal neurons and alters the 
mechanisms by which they become plastic (Figure 3A). This type 
of metaplasticity was recently observed in the mouse somatosen-
sory cortex. In this system, potentiation of layer 4–2/3 synapses 
normally requires NMDAR activation. However, if animals receive 
prior whisker stimulation, then LTP can be produced in the pres-
ence of NMDAR antagonists (Clem et al., 2008). Follow-up studies 
found that whisker stimulation increased the expression of calcium-
permeable AMPARs (CP-AMPARs) and metabotropic glutamate 
receptors (mGluRs), both of which can mediate LTP in the absence 
of NMDAR activation (Clem and Barth, 2006; Clem et al., 2008; 
Wiltgen et al., 2010). The influence of behavioral experience on 
NMDAR-independent plasticity mechanisms has not been exam-
ined in the hippocampus. However, recent studies found that LTP 
induction in this region increases the expression of CP-AMPARs 
and mGluRs (Plant et al., 2006; Cheyne and Montgomery, 2008; 
Guire et al., 2008). The contribution of these receptors to subse-
quent plasticity is unknown, although knockout studies show that 
CP-AMPARs can mediate LTP and learning in the hippocampus 
(Yang et al. 2010; Asrar et al., 2009; Wiltgen et al., 2010). Future 
studies in our laboratory will examine the contribution of these 
receptors to NMDAR-independent learning in the hippocampus.

The NMDAR is important for both excitatory learning and 
extinction (Quirk and Mueller, 2008). If NMDARs are blocked dur-
ing extinction, animals cannot learn to inhibit fear to stimuli that 
no longer predict danger (Zimmerman and Maren, 2010). Similar 
to the current results, the role of the NMDAR in this inhibitory 
form of learning is also modulated by experience. Animals that have 
previously undergone extinction training do not require NMDAR 
activation for new extinction learning (a.k.a. re-extinction; Langton 
and Richardson, 2008, 2010; Laurent et al., 2008; Chan and McNally, 
2009). Together with the Morris watermaze and contextual fear 
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